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 Shortwave radio fills in the gap of not having TV at 

the ranch.  From nine to 10 o’clock at night, British 

Broadcasting Corporation, or Radio Netherlands, broadcasts a 

wide coverage of world news.  In the daytime, a station 

south of the ranch covers the local scenes on AM.  All the 

reports over the party line are in Spanish.  Unless the 

señoras talk too fast to punctuate their conversation, I 

pick up a few pieces of gossip I’d miss on a private line. 

 Having such a different news source makes me 

uncomfortable about opening a conversation in town. The 

network analysis of the Clinton administration on CBS is 

different than the BBC version, plus the domestic channel 

may be harping on Whitewater when the British are dealing 

with the royal family.  I spell myself on the party line 

gossip.  The crux is always centered on the approval or 

disapproval of their patrons or their sons-in-law.  Husbands 

take the worst beatings and next seem to come bosses’ sheep 

dogs that howl in the night. 

 Before Christmas, one of the office employees at the 

Livestock Weekly topped all the news services by reporting a 

guy north of Big Lake killing a rattlesnake nine feet long, 

weighing 127 pounds. The newspaper hand said the way the 

story went, if the snake had been captured alive, the brute 

would have fetched the handsome sum of $125,000 U.S. 

dollars. 



 Big Lake is a oil and ranching town some 60 miles west 

of San Angelo.  I was too much out of touch in the area to 

make an immediate judgment on the creator of the snake 

story. Had the location been south or southeast of Big Lake, 

the source would have been easy to solve.  Four or five 

families have ranched those parts for at least 75 years, and 

we’ve had big doses of their imagination, spreading such 

tidbits as their sheep shearing 14 pounds and their lamb 

crops scoring double the neighborhood mean. 

 Besides being the wrong location (and we expert 

fabricators always stick to our locations), another thing 

that excludes those boys is that if any of them killed a 

snake that was worth $125,000 alive, some way or another 

they would have resurrected the snake and collected the 

bounty.  Taking into account how long they have been grazing 

lands right on the edge of the Chihuahua Desert, spending 

all their summers doctoring for stomach worms and all their 

winters feeding sick sheep, resuscitating a nine-foot snake 

is no challenge at all. 

 The snake may have migrated from our part of the 

country after things became too tough out here.  Mighty big 

tracks turned up in the dust heading west once this last dry 

spell hit.  We had a rattler under the saddle shed the 

winter before last that kept knocking flooring loose with 

his tail, but he left last spring, and was never seen again. 

 The only person I know capable of analyzing that 

caliber of snake story is an uncle of mine who lives up in 



Dallas.  When he was working on the Pan American Highway in 

South America, a boa constrictor swallowed a long-horned cow 

head first over close to the road workers’ camp.  Old Unc 

said when the snake squeezed his prey, the cow’s horns poked 

out through the ribcage and brought a slow, writhing death 

to the reptile. 

 Snakes, especially puff adders, expire once the vacuum 

leaks down in their rib cages.  All that hissing and popping 

the eyes outward depends on the inner air chamber.  I’ve 

been told that a snake’s system is so delicate that a 

routine chest x-ray is enough to upset one for a week’s 

time. 

 I’d like to see an overall increase in the size of 

rattlesnakes.  Great big ones would be a lot easier to see, 

and spooks like garden hoses and hoe handles would look less 

dangerous. 

 No more word has come on the Big Lake story.  Must be 

some high-classed talent out there.  Come to think of it, my 

uncle ran a hotel in Big Lake during the boom of the 

Fifties.  He may have left a prodigy behind... 


